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Our Price $32,995
Specifications:

Year:  2018  

VIN:  1C4HJXFGXJW155361  

Make:  Jeep  

Stock:  873  

Model/Trim:  Wrangler Unlimited Rubicon  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  SUV  

Exterior:  Black  

Engine:  3.6L V6 285hp 260ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Black Cloth  

Transmission:  8-Speed Shiftable Automatic  

Mileage:  69,644  

Drivetrain:  4 Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 17 / Highway 23

Embark on an adventure where the road ends and your freedom begins
with the 2018 Jeep Wrangler Unlimited Rubicon, a vehicle that beckons
the bold and the spirited. With a mere 69,644 miles on the odometer,
this trail-conquering warrior is eager to take you to places others only
dream of.

Dressed to impress in a classic black exterior, this Jeep Wrangler
Unlimited Rubicon is a statement of style and substance. The black
cloth interior invites you inside, offering a perfect blend of comfort and
durability, ready for both the urban jungle and rugged terrain. The
spacious cabin is not just a place to sit; it's a command center for your
next expedition.

At the heart of this beast lies a robust 3.6L V6 engine, boasting 285
horsepower and 260 ft. lbs. of torque, giving you the power to climb,
crawl, and conquer whatever lies ahead. Paired with an 8-speed
shiftable automatic transmission, you'll experience smooth, precise
shifting and the kind of performance that only a Jeep can deliver.

The Rubicon trim means business. It's not just a vehicle; it's a promise
of capability. With manufacturer options and packages designed to
enhance your off-road experience, this Jeep doesn't just meet
expectations—it shatters them. You'll find yourself seeking the road less
traveled, not out of necessity, but for the sheer joy of what this vehicle
can do.

Let's talk accolades because the 2018 Jeep Wrangler Unlimited
Rubicon doesn't just have them—it earns them. Recognized with Kelley
Blue Book's 5-Year Cost to Own: Best Mid-Size SUV/Crossover award,
this Jeep is a testament to value and reliability. And with the Best
Resale Value: Mid-Size SUV/Crossover award also in its trophy case,
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Resale Value: Mid-Size SUV/Crossover award also in its trophy case,
you can invest with confidence knowing that your Wrangler is designed
to hold its value over time.

Imagine yourself behind the wheel, the roar of the V6 engine your
soundtrack, the open sky your canvas. Whether it's a spontaneous road
trip, a planned off-road excursion, or simply a drive around town, the
2018 Jeep Wrangler Unlimited Rubicon transforms every journey into
an extraordinary experience.

This Jeep isn't just a mode of transportation; it's a lifestyle choice for
those who refuse to be confined. It's for the mavericks, the adventurers,
the freedom-seekers who demand more from their vehicle than just a
ride from point A to B. It's for you.

Don't let this opportunity slip through your fingers. The 2018 Jeep
Wrangler Unlimited Rubicon is more than just a car; it's your ticket to a
life of adventure and excitement. Seize the chance to own not just a
vehicle, but a legend. Come in, take the wheel, and start your journey
today. Because with this Jeep, every day is an opportunity to explore,
to discover, and to live life to its fullest. Are you ready to answer the call
of the wild? Your Rubicon awaits.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 05/01/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :

Snapshot

2018 JEEP WRANGLER UNLIMITED RUBICON

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

15 Service history
records

3 Previous owners

Personal
vehicle

Last owned in
California

69,681 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  - Cargo area floor mat 

- Floor mat material: carpet - Floor mats: front - Steering wheel trim: leather 

- Ambient lighting - Cruise control - Footwell lights - Multi-function remote: keyless entry 

- Power outlet(s): 115V front  - Power steering - Push-button start 

- Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Universal remote transmitter: garage door opener  

- Clock - Compass - Customizable instrument cluster - Digital odometer 

- External temperature display - Instrument cluster screen size: 7 in. - Trip odometer 

- Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  

- Upholstery: cloth

Exterior

- Daytime running lights  - Front fog lights  - Side mirrors: heated  - Removable roof: soft top  

- Spare tire size: full-size matching - Spare wheel type: aluminum  

- Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: painted aluminum alloy 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Power windows - Solar-tinted glass
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